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To my wonderful husband and amazing son, who have helped
me paint a masterpiece on the canvas of my life.

TESTIMONIALS
“I should have read this book two husbands ago!”
Wanda Graham, Homemaker
“This read is a dose of good common sense sprinkled
with humor and a pinch of reality.”
Vetta Holman, Counseling & Wellness, UNC–Chapel Hill
“At the end of the day, this stuﬀ will save your relationship.”
Debby James, Attorney
“Mr. or Ms. JUST Right is a mirror for me to view myself as I am and to accept others as they present themselves to me.”
Utibe Edoh, Student of Psychology
“Finally! Someone who tells us the truths about making
relationships work!”
Lia Sheplin, Writer
“ART (Acceptance, Respect, and Trust) is the best! It
has brought balance in my relationships with family,
friends and my church congregation.”
Jen Lawrence, Pastor

“If everyone listened to B. Grace, half the divorce lawyers in this country would be out of business.”
J. T. Krutz, Divorce Attorney
“When my ﬁfteen-year-old son was being pressured by
his girlfriend to lose his virginity, I pulled him aside and
told him about Acceptance, Respect, and Trust (ART).
Our conversation brought us closer together and kept
him from making a huge mistake.”
Sandra Janson, Teacher
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INTRODUCTION
Generation after generation has wasted countless years
searching for something that simply does not exist. We
have been tricked by novels, movies, and even the advice
of our most trusted friends and family into believing in a
fairy tale: the idea that Mr. or Ms. Right is somewhere out
there in the world, looking for us.
This sounds beautiful in theory—a man or woman who
matches us in every way possible. But we must let go of
this delusion. Mr. or Ms. Right is not out there, because
he or she does not exist!
Every person is unique; each of us has our own distinct
interests, ideals, quirks, and habits. The only person who is
your perfect match in every way is yourself, because only
you know and understand yourself fully. No one else in
the world will ﬁt your skin perfectly, because no one else
in the world is your mirror image.
Once you understand this basic truth, you are free to accept your true partner: Mr. or Ms. JUST Right. So stop
wasting your precious time on a fantasy that will never
come true, and accept the Mr. or Ms. JUST Right who
might be just around the corner or even standing right in
front of you!
Reality Check: This is not a book about fairy tales. If you
are in a fairy-tale state of mind, then you need to close
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this book, put it down, and walk away. The focus of this
book is reality; it will tell you the truth and nothing but
the truth. Much like a polish sausage, the advice will be
compact, hearty, and nourishing, but diﬃcult to swallow.
Out of all the people of diﬀerent races, faiths, and backgrounds that inhabit the world, your Mr. or Ms. JUST
Right was created, molded, and shaped perfectly for you.
This person will ﬁt you like a hand-tailored suit, fulﬁlling
and satisfying your desires while complementing you in
areas of your life that could use improvement. You must
remember that Mr. or Ms. JUST Right will not be your
duplicate! As the old saying goes, “opposites attract!”
There is an ART to cultivating relationships with these
special mates: Accept the fact that they will ﬁll in the
empty gaps in your life like a missing puzzle piece; Respect the value that they bring to your life; and Trust that
you have met your Mr. or Ms. JUST Right.
But how will you recognize this person? How will you
know which man or woman to accept into your heart?
Look no further! If you are ready to embrace the perfect
mate, this book will teach you the secret to making the
ideal match. Mr. or Ms. JUST Right is a simple, easy-tounderstand guide to choosing, attracting, and having a
successful relationship with the JUST Right partner.
How-to books and relationship manuals represent 2%
of book sales—about $850 million per year. This book
diﬀers from the rest because it oﬀers an interactive and
perceptive approach that combines common sense with
statistical information. Simply put, Mr. or Ms. JUST Right
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makes choosing a partner more of a science than a stroke
of luck by giving you crucial information:
1. How to determine if someone is your perfect
match
2. How to avoid imperfect relationships
3. How to seal the deal with the ideal mate
4. How to maintain the relationship you desire
5. When to exit ﬂawed relationships
This book, which has been described as “a dose of good
common sense sprinkled with humor and a pinch of reality,” will walk you through the most important journey of
your life: ﬁnding Mr. or Ms. JUST Right.

Author’s Note
I am not a licensed psychologist, psychiatrist, or therapist.
Mr. or Ms. JUST Right is not intended to replace psychological counseling or marital therapy. This book oﬀers a relationship philosophy based on my own experiences and
those of thousands of people whose relationships I have
researched and studied through surveys. The advice is authentic because it is based on the lives and loves of real people, just like you. It will make you think, and it will make
you reﬂect on your life. I hope you enjoy the humor, truth,
suspense, and imagination you will ﬁnd in these pages.
Please note: This book may not be suitable for all audiences; it is recommended for adults eighteen years of
age and older.
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